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DISCLAIMER!
Credit should go to Dr. Ruth Huey and Dr. Garret M. Morris
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Summary



Nomenclature

• Ligand: Structure (usually a small molecule) that binds to the binding site.

• Receptor: Structure (usually a protein) that contains the active binding site.

• Binding site: Set of aminoacids (residues) that physically interact with the 
lingad (usually @ 6 Anstroms).
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What is docking?
Predicting the best ways two molecules interact. 

Obtain the 3D structures of the two molecules
Locate the best binding site (Remember AnnoLyze?)
Determine the best binding mode.



What is docking?

Predicting the best ways two molecules interact. 

We need to quantify or rank solutions
We need a good scoring function for such ranking



What is docking?

Predicting the best ways two molecules interact. 

X-ray and NMR structures are just ONE of the possible solutions
There is a need for a search solution



BIOINFORMATICS (a note)

REPRESENTATION
SCORING 

SAMPLING



REPRESENTATION
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Defining a DockingDefining a Docking

!! PositionPosition

!! xx, , yy, , zz

!! OrientationOrientation

!! qxqx,,  qyqy,,  qzqz,,  qwqw

!! TorsionsTorsions

!! !!11, , !!22, , ……  !!nn

xx

yy

zz

!!11
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Key aspects of dockingKey aspects of docking……

!! Scoring FunctionsScoring Functions

!! What are they?What are they?

!! Search MethodsSearch Methods

!! How do they work?How do they work?

!! Which search method should I use?Which search method should I use?

!! DimensionalityDimensionality

!! What is it?What is it?

!! Why is it important?Why is it important?
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Scoring Function in AutoDock 4:Scoring Function in AutoDock 4:
MotivationMotivation

!! To improve scoring functionTo improve scoring function

!! improved hydrogen bondingimproved hydrogen bonding

!! new desolvation energy term & internalnew desolvation energy term & internal
desolvation energydesolvation energy

!! larger training set and new weightslarger training set and new weights

!! To permit protein sidechain, loop or domain flexibilityTo permit protein sidechain, loop or domain flexibility
(new DPF keyword, (new DPF keyword, ““flexresflexres””))

!! treats proteintreats protein’’s moving atoms as part of the non-s moving atoms as part of the non-
translating, non-reorienting part of the torsion treetranslating, non-reorienting part of the torsion tree

!! To simulate the unbound state of the ligand &To simulate the unbound state of the ligand &
proteinprotein
!! extendedextended, , compactcompact and  and crystallographiccrystallographic ligand ligand

conformationsconformations
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SCORING
AutoDock 4.0

ΔGbinding = ΔGvdW + ΔGelec + ΔGhbond + ΔGdesolv + ΔGtors

• ΔGvdW

12-6 Lennard-Jones potential

• ΔGelec

Coulombic with Solmajer-dielectric
• ΔGhbond

12-10 Potential with Goodford Directionality
• ΔGdesolv

Stouten Pairwise Atomic Solvation Parameters
• ΔGtors

Number of rotatable bonds

http://AutoDock.scripps.edu/science/equations

http://salilab.org/bioinformatics_resources.shtml
http://salilab.org/bioinformatics_resources.shtml


SAMPLING
AutoDock 4.0

Global search algorithms
Simulated annealing (Goodsell et al. 1990)
Distributed SA (Morris et al. 1996)
Genetic Algorithm (Morris et al. 1998)

Local search algorithms
Solis & Wets (Morris et al. 1998)

Hybrid global-local search
Lamarckian GA (Morris et al. 1998)



PROBLEM!
Very CPU time consuming...

Dihidrofolate reductase with a metotrexate (4dfr.pdb)

N=T360/i

N: number of conformations

T: number of rotable bonds

I: incremental degrees

Metotrexato
10 rotable bonds
30º increments (discrete)
1012 plausible conformations!



SOLUTION
Use of grid maps!
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Why Use Grid Maps?Why Use Grid Maps?

!! Saves time:Saves time:
!! Pre-computing the interactions on a grid isPre-computing the interactions on a grid is

typically 100 times faster than traditionaltypically 100 times faster than traditional
Molecular Mechanics methodsMolecular Mechanics methods

!! O(NO(N22)) calculation becomes  calculation becomes O(N)O(N)

!! AutoDock uses AutoDock uses trilinear interpolationtrilinear interpolation
!! to compute the score of a candidate dockedto compute the score of a candidate docked

ligand conformationligand conformation

!! AutoDock needs one map for each atom typeAutoDock needs one map for each atom type
in the in the ligand(s)ligand(s) and  and moving parts of receptormoving parts of receptor
((ifif there are any) there are any)

!! Drawback: The receptor is Drawback: The receptor is conformationallyconformationally
rigid (although rigid (although ‘‘vdW softenedvdW softened’’))

!! Limits the search spaceLimits the search space
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Setting up the AutoGrid BoxSetting up the AutoGrid Box
!! Macromolecule atoms in the rigid partMacromolecule atoms in the rigid part
!! Center:Center:

!! center of ligand;center of ligand;
!! center of macromolecule;center of macromolecule;
!! a picked atom; a picked atom; oror
!! typed-in x-, y- and z-coordinates.typed-in x-, y- and z-coordinates.

!! Grid point spacingGrid point spacing::
!! default is default is 0.3750.375ÅÅ (from 0.2 (from 0.2ÅÅ to 1.0 to 1.0ÅÅ: ).: ).

!! Number of grid points in each dimension:Number of grid points in each dimension:
!! only give only give even numberseven numbers (from  (from   2 2 !!  2 2 !!   2  to 2  to     126 126 !!   126 126 !!   126).126).
!! AutoGrid adds one point to each dimension.AutoGrid adds one point to each dimension.

!! Grid Maps depend on the orientation of the macromolecule.Grid Maps depend on the orientation of the macromolecule.
!! Make sure all the flexible parts of the macromolecule are inside the gridMake sure all the flexible parts of the macromolecule are inside the grid

To make a To make a ‘‘moleculemolecule’’ PDB file to show where the grid box is, use the script  PDB file to show where the grid box is, use the script ‘‘makeboxmakebox’’::
!! % makebox mol.gpf > mol.gpf.box.pdb% makebox mol.gpf > mol.gpf.box.pdb
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Relaxed Complex MethodRelaxed Complex Method

Lin, J. H., Perryman, A. L.,Lin, J. H., Perryman, A. L., Schames Schames, J. R., and, J. R., and
McCammon, J. A. (2002).  McCammon, J. A. (2002).  ““Computational drug designComputational drug design
accommodating receptor flexibility: The relaxed complexaccommodating receptor flexibility: The relaxed complex
scheme.scheme.””  Journal of the American Chemical SocietyJournal of the American Chemical Society, , 124124::
5632-5633.5632-5633.

McCammon, J. (2005). McCammon, J. (2005). ““Target flexibility in molecularTarget flexibility in molecular
recognition.recognition.””  Biochimica et Biophysica ActaBiochimica et Biophysica Acta, , 17541754: 221-224.: 221-224.

Perryman, A. L. & McCammon, J. A. (2002).Perryman, A. L. & McCammon, J. A. (2002).  AutoDockingAutoDocking
dinucleotides dinucleotides to the HIV-1 integrase core domain:to the HIV-1 integrase core domain:
Exploring possible binding sites for viral and genomicExploring possible binding sites for viral and genomic
DNA.DNA.  J Med ChemJ Med Chem, , 4545: 5624-5627.: 5624-5627.

Schames, J.R., Henchman, R.H., Siegel, J.S., Sotriffer,
C.A., Ni, H., and McCammon, J.A. (2004) Discovery of aDiscovery of a
novel binding trench in HIV integrasenovel binding trench in HIV integrase.. J Med Chem, 47(8):
p. 1879-81.

Docking of the 5CITEP inhibitor to snapshots of a 2 nsDocking of the 5CITEP inhibitor to snapshots of a 2 ns
HIV-1 integrase MD trajectory indicated a previously uncharacterized trenchHIV-1 integrase MD trajectory indicated a previously uncharacterized trench
adjacent to the active site that intermittently opens. Further docking studies ofadjacent to the active site that intermittently opens. Further docking studies of
novel ligands with the potential to bind to both regions showed greater selectivenovel ligands with the potential to bind to both regions showed greater selective
affinity when able to bind to the trench. Our ranking of ligands is open toaffinity when able to bind to the trench. Our ranking of ligands is open to
experimental testing, and our approach suggests a new target for HIV-1experimental testing, and our approach suggests a new target for HIV-1
therapeutics.therapeutics.

Saves lots of time (compared to classical MM/MD)
AutoDock uses trilinear interpolation
Need to map each atom to a grid point
Limits the search space!



AutoGrid
Use of grid maps!
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Why Use Grid Maps?Why Use Grid Maps?

!! Saves time:Saves time:
!! Pre-computing the interactions on a grid isPre-computing the interactions on a grid is

typically 100 times faster than traditionaltypically 100 times faster than traditional
Molecular Mechanics methodsMolecular Mechanics methods

!! O(NO(N22)) calculation becomes  calculation becomes O(N)O(N)

!! AutoDock uses AutoDock uses trilinear interpolationtrilinear interpolation
!! to compute the score of a candidate dockedto compute the score of a candidate docked

ligand conformationligand conformation

!! AutoDock needs one map for each atom typeAutoDock needs one map for each atom type
in the in the ligand(s)ligand(s) and  and moving parts of receptormoving parts of receptor
((ifif there are any) there are any)
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rigid (although rigid (although ‘‘vdW softenedvdW softened’’))

!! Limits the search spaceLimits the search space
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Setting up the AutoGrid BoxSetting up the AutoGrid Box
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To make a To make a ‘‘moleculemolecule’’ PDB file to show where the grid box is, use the script  PDB file to show where the grid box is, use the script ‘‘makeboxmakebox’’::
!! % makebox mol.gpf > mol.gpf.box.pdb% makebox mol.gpf > mol.gpf.box.pdb
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Relaxed Complex MethodRelaxed Complex Method

Lin, J. H., Perryman, A. L.,Lin, J. H., Perryman, A. L., Schames Schames, J. R., and, J. R., and
McCammon, J. A. (2002).  McCammon, J. A. (2002).  ““Computational drug designComputational drug design
accommodating receptor flexibility: The relaxed complexaccommodating receptor flexibility: The relaxed complex
scheme.scheme.””  Journal of the American Chemical SocietyJournal of the American Chemical Society, , 124124::
5632-5633.5632-5633.

McCammon, J. (2005). McCammon, J. (2005). ““Target flexibility in molecularTarget flexibility in molecular
recognition.recognition.””  Biochimica et Biophysica ActaBiochimica et Biophysica Acta, , 17541754: 221-224.: 221-224.

Perryman, A. L. & McCammon, J. A. (2002).Perryman, A. L. & McCammon, J. A. (2002).  AutoDockingAutoDocking
dinucleotides dinucleotides to the HIV-1 integrase core domain:to the HIV-1 integrase core domain:
Exploring possible binding sites for viral and genomicExploring possible binding sites for viral and genomic
DNA.DNA.  J Med ChemJ Med Chem, , 4545: 5624-5627.: 5624-5627.

Schames, J.R., Henchman, R.H., Siegel, J.S., Sotriffer,
C.A., Ni, H., and McCammon, J.A. (2004) Discovery of aDiscovery of a
novel binding trench in HIV integrasenovel binding trench in HIV integrase.. J Med Chem, 47(8):
p. 1879-81.

Docking of the 5CITEP inhibitor to snapshots of a 2 nsDocking of the 5CITEP inhibitor to snapshots of a 2 ns
HIV-1 integrase MD trajectory indicated a previously uncharacterized trenchHIV-1 integrase MD trajectory indicated a previously uncharacterized trench
adjacent to the active site that intermittently opens. Further docking studies ofadjacent to the active site that intermittently opens. Further docking studies of
novel ligands with the potential to bind to both regions showed greater selectivenovel ligands with the potential to bind to both regions showed greater selective
affinity when able to bind to the trench. Our ranking of ligands is open toaffinity when able to bind to the trench. Our ranking of ligands is open to
experimental testing, and our approach suggests a new target for HIV-1experimental testing, and our approach suggests a new target for HIV-1
therapeutics.therapeutics.

Center of grid
center of ligand
center of receptor
a selected atom or coordinate

Grid resolution (spacing)
default 0.375 Angstroms

Number of grid points (dimension)
use ONLY even numbers

MAKE SURE ALL LIGAND IS INSIDE GRID AND CAN MOVE!



Spectrum of search
Breadth and level of detail

Local
Molecular Mechanics

Intermediate
Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing
Brownian dynamics
Molecular Dynamics

Global
Docking

Atom types
Bond stretching
Bon-angle bending
Rotational barrier poyentials

Implicit solvation
Polarization

What is rigid and what is flexible?

Search breadth Level of detail



Search algorithms
Simulated Annealing

Ligand starts at initial state (random or 
user-defined)

The temperature of the system is reduced 
with time and the moves of the atoms are 
accepted depending on its energy 
compared to previous energy (with a 
probability proportional to the temperature!)

Repeat until reaching final solution.



Use of a Genetic Algorithm as a sampling method

1

2
3

4

111010.010110.001011.010010

Φ1 Φ2
...

Φ1= 1×25 + 1×24 + 1×23 + 0×22 + 1×21 + 0×20 = 58°

• Each conformation is described as a set of 
rotational angles.

• 64 possible angles are allowed to each of the bond 
in the ligand.

• Each plausible dihedral angle is codified in a set of 
binary bits (26=64)

• Each conformation is codified by a so called 
chromosome with 4 × 6 bits (0 or 1)

Search algorithms
Genetic Algorithm



Population (ie, set of chromosomes or configurations)

011010.010110.011010.010111
111010.010110.001011.010010
001010.010101.000101.010001
101001.101110.101010.001000
001010.101000.011101.001011

 Chromosome

 Gene

Search algorithms
Genetic Algorithm



Genetic operators...

011010.010110.011010.010111

011010.011110.011110.010111

 Single 
mutation

Search algorithms
Genetic Algorithm



001010.010101.000101.010001

011010.010110.011010.010111

001010.010101.011010.010111

011010.010110. 000101.010001

 Recombination

Genetic operators...

Search algorithms
Genetic Algorithm



011010.010110.011010.010111
111010.010110.001011.010010
001010.010101.000101.010001
101001.101110.101010.001000
001010.101000.011101.001011

111110.010010.011110.010101
101010.110110.011011.011010
001010.010101.000101.010001
101101.101010.101011.001100
011010.100000.011001.101011

Migration

Genetic operators...

Search algorithms
Genetic Algorithm



Search algorithms
Important to consider in AutoDock

Initial temperature
rt0 = 61600 K

Temperature reduction factor
rtrf = 0.95 K/cycle

Termination criteria
accepted moves (accs = 25,000)
rejected moves (rejs = 25,000)
annealing cycles (cycles = 50)

Population size
ga_pop_size = 300

Crossover rate
ga_crossover_rate = 0.8

Mutation rate
ga_mutation_rate = 0.02

Solis and Wets local search (LGA only)
sw_max_its = 300

Termination criteria
ga_num_evals = 25,000 (short)
ga_num_evals = 250,000 (medium)
ga_num_evals = 2,500,000 (large)
ga_num_generations = 27,000

Simulated annealing Genetic algorithm



AutoDock Example
Discovery of a novel binding trench in HIV Integrase

Schames, J.R., R.H. Henchman, J.S. Siegel, C.A. Sotriffer, H. Ni, and J.A. McCammon, Discovery of a novel binding trench in HIV integrase. J Med Chem, 2004. 47(8): 1879-81



ISENTRESS example

Schames, J.R., R.H. Henchman, J.S. Siegel, C.A. Sotriffer, H. Ni, and J.A. McCammon, Discovery of a novel binding trench in HIV integrase. J Med Chem, 2004. 47(8): 1879-81

One structure known with 5CITEP
Not clear (low resolution)
Binding near to DNA interacting site
Loop near the binding

Docking + Molecular Dynamics
AMBER snapshots
AutoDock flexible torsions 
thetetrazolering and indole ring. 



ISENTRESS example

Schames, J.R., R.H. Henchman, J.S. Siegel, C.A. Sotriffer, H. Ni, and J.A. McCammon, Discovery of a novel binding trench in HIV integrase. J Med Chem, 2004. 47(8): 1879-81

The butterfly compounds were docked to the protein
conformations using AutoDock. The identical docking
protocol was used as with the original 5CITEP docking.
The same two dihedrals in the tetrazole/keto-enol were
allowed to rotate, giving four flexible dihedrals per
compound. The results of docking the butterfly com-
pounds to the different protein snapshots are displayed
in the histograms in Figure 3. Each histogram is
constructed from all the docked energies of a single
butterfly compound. The bars in green represent dock-
ing to open snapshots, the bars in red represent docking

to closed snapshots, and the bars in blue represent
docking to the X-ray structure.

Those butterfly compounds that could take advantage
of both the active site and the trench docked to the open
MD snapshots at lower energies than those butterfly
compounds that could not. The compounds showed no
significant energetic difference when docking to MD
snapshots of the closed trench, or to the X-ray structure.

All 10 compounds docked with better energies to open
snapshots than to closed or X-ray structures. The
greatest difference in energies was seen with compounds
that could take full advantage of the trench (D and I,
with a !2 kcal/mol preference for the open snapshots).
Notably, the structures of these ligands are most similar
to the two conformations of the 5CITEP that we saw
earlier when combined. Figure 4 illustrates a typical
docking conformation for these two compounds to an
open protein conformation.

The energies for docking to closed snapshots and to
the X-ray structure are approximately the same for all
10 compounds. This reinforces the idea that the X-ray
structure can be thought of as a closed conformation.

Discussion. The structure of HIV-1 IN in the vicinity
of the active site region is not confidently known. By
combining MD with flexible-ligand docking, we have
shown the existence of a new and possibly important
binding region, the trench. This open protein conforma-
tion was noted in a majority of the snapshots, suggesting
that it is energetically stable. The trench is lined with
residues from the loop region that had been built in
previously (Ile141-Asn144). This reinforces the useful-
ness of the approach whereby MD simulations be run
on proteins that have ambiguous loops built in and
reconstructed.

Figure 1. The two predominant docking conformations of
5CITEP to an open MD snapshot of integrase. The ligand in
green shows 5CITEP in the orientation similar to the crystal
structure of the complex. The ligand in yellow shows 5CITEP
in its “flipped” orientation. Residues lining both ligand posi-
tions are highlighted.

Figure 2. The 10 butterfly compounds. The R group is
modeled after the 5CITEP inhibitor. The compounds comprise
all possible arrangements of the two R groups.

Figure 3. The energy docking histograms for the butterfly
compounds. Data from the open snapshots are shown in green,
from the closed snapshots in red, and from the X-ray structure
in blue. The single horizontal bars indicate overlapping data.

1880 Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, 2004, Vol. 47, No. 8 Letters



ISENTRESS example
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1880 Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, 2004, Vol. 47, No. 8 Letters

The butterfly compounds were docked to the protein
conformations using AutoDock. The identical docking
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allowed to rotate, giving four flexible dihedrals per
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1880 Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, 2004, Vol. 47, No. 8 Letters



ISENTRESS example

Schames, J.R., R.H. Henchman, J.S. Siegel, C.A. Sotriffer, H. Ni, and J.A. McCammon, Discovery of a novel binding trench in HIV integrase. J Med Chem, 2004. 47(8): 1879-81

These results bring up some important issues. We
have discovered a potentially important part of the IN
enzyme which should be considered for drug targeting.
Earlier work suggests that residues 141-148 constitute
an important region for the enzymatic mechanism, and
that its behavior could point to the need for flexibility
for efficient catalytic activity.9 Additionally, the region
between residues 139-152 had been identified as the
one interacting with DNA.10

Some of the butterfly compounds were able to take
advantage of the open trench and others were not,
providing a testable prediction that we feel is reliable
and reproducible, within the limitation of the theory
applied. This is especially true because the butterfly
compounds showed no significant energetic difference
when docking to MD snapshots that were closed.

The work shown here used ligand shape as the
optimizing factor. We did not look at variations in
functional groups, charge, or spacer length. These are
obvious next steps for pharmacophore development of
HIV-1 IN. The Relaxed-Complex method has proven an
effective tool for the general ranking of compounds

within families. Given a new family of inhibitors, we
could theoretically rank binding as well.
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Figure 4. Compounds D (blue) and I (red) superimposed in
the same open MD snapshot. Each ligand samples the active
site and the trench for maximal binding energy.
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The butterfly compounds were docked to the protein
conformations using AutoDock. The identical docking
protocol was used as with the original 5CITEP docking.
The same two dihedrals in the tetrazole/keto-enol were
allowed to rotate, giving four flexible dihedrals per
compound. The results of docking the butterfly com-
pounds to the different protein snapshots are displayed
in the histograms in Figure 3. Each histogram is
constructed from all the docked energies of a single
butterfly compound. The bars in green represent dock-
ing to open snapshots, the bars in red represent docking

to closed snapshots, and the bars in blue represent
docking to the X-ray structure.

Those butterfly compounds that could take advantage
of both the active site and the trench docked to the open
MD snapshots at lower energies than those butterfly
compounds that could not. The compounds showed no
significant energetic difference when docking to MD
snapshots of the closed trench, or to the X-ray structure.

All 10 compounds docked with better energies to open
snapshots than to closed or X-ray structures. The
greatest difference in energies was seen with compounds
that could take full advantage of the trench (D and I,
with a !2 kcal/mol preference for the open snapshots).
Notably, the structures of these ligands are most similar
to the two conformations of the 5CITEP that we saw
earlier when combined. Figure 4 illustrates a typical
docking conformation for these two compounds to an
open protein conformation.

The energies for docking to closed snapshots and to
the X-ray structure are approximately the same for all
10 compounds. This reinforces the idea that the X-ray
structure can be thought of as a closed conformation.

Discussion. The structure of HIV-1 IN in the vicinity
of the active site region is not confidently known. By
combining MD with flexible-ligand docking, we have
shown the existence of a new and possibly important
binding region, the trench. This open protein conforma-
tion was noted in a majority of the snapshots, suggesting
that it is energetically stable. The trench is lined with
residues from the loop region that had been built in
previously (Ile141-Asn144). This reinforces the useful-
ness of the approach whereby MD simulations be run
on proteins that have ambiguous loops built in and
reconstructed.

Figure 1. The two predominant docking conformations of
5CITEP to an open MD snapshot of integrase. The ligand in
green shows 5CITEP in the orientation similar to the crystal
structure of the complex. The ligand in yellow shows 5CITEP
in its “flipped” orientation. Residues lining both ligand posi-
tions are highlighted.

Figure 2. The 10 butterfly compounds. The R group is
modeled after the 5CITEP inhibitor. The compounds comprise
all possible arrangements of the two R groups.

Figure 3. The energy docking histograms for the butterfly
compounds. Data from the open snapshots are shown in green,
from the closed snapshots in red, and from the X-ray structure
in blue. The single horizontal bars indicate overlapping data.
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Next, AutoDockNext, AutoDock……

!! Now for some specifics aboutNow for some specifics about
AutoDockAutoDock……

!! More information can be found in theMore information can be found in the
User GuideUser Guide!!

5/13/085/13/08 Using AutoDock 4 with  ADTUsing AutoDock 4 with  ADT 2626

AutoDock / ADTAutoDock / ADT

Python, interpretedPython, interpretedC & C++, compiledC & C++, compiled

Graphical User Interface.Graphical User Interface.
PMVPMV ! !  PythonPython

GUI-less, self-logging &GUI-less, self-logging &
rescriptablerescriptable

Command-line.Command-line.

awk, shell & Python scripts.awk, shell & Python scripts.

Text editorsText editors

Visualizing, set-upVisualizing, set-upNumber crunchingNumber crunching

2000200019901990

ADTADTAutoDock & AutoGridAutoDock & AutoGrid
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Community (1991 - mid 2005)Community (1991 - mid 2005)

!! AutoDock licensesAutoDock licenses

!! Papers citing AutoDockPapers citing AutoDock
(source: Science Citation(source: Science Citation

Index Expanded)Index Expanded)
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Number of Citations for Docking ProgramsNumber of Citations for Docking Programs
——ISI Web of Science (2005)ISI Web of Science (2005)

Sousa, S.F., Fernandes, P.A. & Ramos, M.J. (2006)
Protein-Ligand Docking: Current StatusProtein-Ligand Docking: Current Status
and Future Challengesand Future Challenges Proteins, 65:15-26

5/13/085/13/08 Using AutoDock 4 with  ADTUsing AutoDock 4 with  ADT 2929

Trends in Citations of Docking ProgramsTrends in Citations of Docking Programs
——ISI Web of Science (2005)ISI Web of Science (2005)

Sousa, S.F., Fernandes, P.A. & Ramos, M.J. (2006)
Protein-Ligand Docking: Current StatusProtein-Ligand Docking: Current Status
and Future Challengesand Future Challenges Proteins, 65:15-26

5/13/085/13/08 Using AutoDock 4 with  ADTUsing AutoDock 4 with  ADT 3030

Practical ConsiderationsPractical Considerations

!! What problem does AutoDock solve?What problem does AutoDock solve?
!! FlexibleFlexible ligands (4.0  ligands (4.0 flexibleflexible protein). protein).

!! What range of problems is feasible?What range of problems is feasible?
!! Depends on the search method:Depends on the search method:

!! LGALGA >  > GAGA >>  >> SASA >>  >> LSLS

!! SASA : can output trajectories,  : can output trajectories, DD < about 8 torsions. < about 8 torsions.

!! LGALGA :  : DD < about 8-32 torsions. < about 8-32 torsions.

!! When is AutoDock not suitable?When is AutoDock not suitable?
!! No 3D-structures are available;No 3D-structures are available;

!! Modelled structure of poor quality;Modelled structure of poor quality;

!! Too many (32 torsions, 2048 atoms, 22 atom types);Too many (32 torsions, 2048 atoms, 22 atom types);

!! Target protein too flexible.Target protein too flexible.
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5/13/085/13/08 Using AutoDock 4 with  ADTUsing AutoDock 4 with  ADT 3131

Using AutoDock: Step-by-StepUsing AutoDock: Step-by-Step

!! Set up ligand PDBQTSet up ligand PDBQT——using using ADTADT’’s s ““LigandLigand”” menu menu

!! OPTIONAL:OPTIONAL: Set up flexible receptor PDBQT Set up flexible receptor PDBQT——usingusing
ADTADT’’s s ““Flexible ResiduesFlexible Residues”” menu menu

!! Set up macromolecule & grid mapsSet up macromolecule & grid maps——using using ADTADT’’s s ““GridGrid””
menumenu

!! Pre-compute AutoGrid maps for all atom types in your set ofPre-compute AutoGrid maps for all atom types in your set of
ligandsligands——using using ““autogrid4autogrid4””

!! Perform dockings of ligand to targetPerform dockings of ligand to target——using using ““autodock4autodock4””,,
and in parallel if possible.and in parallel if possible.

!! Visualize AutoDock resultsVisualize AutoDock results——using using ADTADT’’s s ““AnalyzeAnalyze”” menu menu

!! Cluster dockingsCluster dockings——using using ““analysisanalysis”” DPF command in DPF command in
““autodock4autodock4”” or  or ADTADT’’s s ““AnalyzeAnalyze”” menu for parallel docking menu for parallel docking
results.results.

5/13/085/13/08 Using AutoDock 4 with  ADTUsing AutoDock 4 with  ADT 3232

AutoDock 4 File FormatsAutoDock 4 File Formats

Prepare the Following Input FilesPrepare the Following Input Files
!! Ligand PDBQT fileLigand PDBQT file

!! Rigid Macromolecule PDBQT fileRigid Macromolecule PDBQT file

!! Flexible Macromolecule PDBQT file (Flexible Macromolecule PDBQT file (““FlexresFlexres””))

!! AutoGrid Parameter File (GPF)AutoGrid Parameter File (GPF)
!! GPF depends on atom types in:GPF depends on atom types in:

!! Ligand PDBQT fileLigand PDBQT file

!! OptionalOptional    flexible residue PDBQT files)flexible residue PDBQT files)

!! AutoDock Parameter File (DPF)AutoDock Parameter File (DPF)

Run AutoGrid 4Run AutoGrid 4
!! Macromolecule PDBQT + GPF  Macromolecule PDBQT + GPF  !!   Grid Maps, GLG  Grid Maps, GLG

Run AutoDock 4Run AutoDock 4
!! Grid Maps + Ligand PDBQT  + [Grid Maps + Ligand PDBQT  + [Flexres Flexres PDBQT +]PDBQT +]

DPF  DPF  !!  DLG DLG (dockings & clustering) (dockings & clustering)

Run ADT to Analyze DLGRun ADT to Analyze DLG

5/13/085/13/08 Using AutoDock 4 with  ADTUsing AutoDock 4 with  ADT 3333

Things you need to do before usingThings you need to do before using
AutoDock 4AutoDock 4

Ligand:Ligand:
!! Add all hydrogens, compute Gasteiger charges, and mergeAdd all hydrogens, compute Gasteiger charges, and merge

non-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom typesnon-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom types

!! Ensure total charge corresponds to Ensure total charge corresponds to tautomeric tautomeric statestate

!! Choose torsion tree root & rotatable bondsChoose torsion tree root & rotatable bonds

Macromolecule:Macromolecule:
!! Add all hydrogens, computeAdd all hydrogens, compute Gasteiger  Gasteiger charges, and mergecharges, and merge

non-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom typesnon-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom types

!! Assign Stouten atomic solvation parametersAssign Stouten atomic solvation parameters

!! Optionally, create a flexible residues PDBQT in addition toOptionally, create a flexible residues PDBQT in addition to
the rigid PDBQT filethe rigid PDBQT file

!! Compute AutoGrid mapsCompute AutoGrid maps
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!! Add all hydrogens, computeAdd all hydrogens, compute Gasteiger  Gasteiger charges, and mergecharges, and merge

non-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom typesnon-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom types

!! Assign Stouten atomic solvation parametersAssign Stouten atomic solvation parameters

!! Optionally, create a flexible residues PDBQT in addition toOptionally, create a flexible residues PDBQT in addition to
the rigid PDBQT filethe rigid PDBQT file

!! Compute AutoGrid mapsCompute AutoGrid maps
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Using AutoDock: Step-by-StepUsing AutoDock: Step-by-Step

!! Set up ligand PDBQTSet up ligand PDBQT——using using ADTADT’’s s ““LigandLigand”” menu menu

!! OPTIONAL:OPTIONAL: Set up flexible receptor PDBQT Set up flexible receptor PDBQT——usingusing
ADTADT’’s s ““Flexible ResiduesFlexible Residues”” menu menu

!! Set up macromolecule & grid mapsSet up macromolecule & grid maps——using using ADTADT’’s s ““GridGrid””
menumenu

!! Pre-compute AutoGrid maps for all atom types in your set ofPre-compute AutoGrid maps for all atom types in your set of
ligandsligands——using using ““autogrid4autogrid4””

!! Perform dockings of ligand to targetPerform dockings of ligand to target——using using ““autodock4autodock4””,,
and in parallel if possible.and in parallel if possible.

!! Visualize AutoDock resultsVisualize AutoDock results——using using ADTADT’’s s ““AnalyzeAnalyze”” menu menu

!! Cluster dockingsCluster dockings——using using ““analysisanalysis”” DPF command in DPF command in
““autodock4autodock4”” or  or ADTADT’’s s ““AnalyzeAnalyze”” menu for parallel docking menu for parallel docking
results.results.
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AutoDock 4 File FormatsAutoDock 4 File Formats

Prepare the Following Input FilesPrepare the Following Input Files
!! Ligand PDBQT fileLigand PDBQT file

!! Rigid Macromolecule PDBQT fileRigid Macromolecule PDBQT file

!! Flexible Macromolecule PDBQT file (Flexible Macromolecule PDBQT file (““FlexresFlexres””))

!! AutoGrid Parameter File (GPF)AutoGrid Parameter File (GPF)
!! GPF depends on atom types in:GPF depends on atom types in:

!! Ligand PDBQT fileLigand PDBQT file

!! OptionalOptional    flexible residue PDBQT files)flexible residue PDBQT files)

!! AutoDock Parameter File (DPF)AutoDock Parameter File (DPF)

Run AutoGrid 4Run AutoGrid 4
!! Macromolecule PDBQT + GPF  Macromolecule PDBQT + GPF  !!   Grid Maps, GLG  Grid Maps, GLG

Run AutoDock 4Run AutoDock 4
!! Grid Maps + Ligand PDBQT  + [Grid Maps + Ligand PDBQT  + [Flexres Flexres PDBQT +]PDBQT +]

DPF  DPF  !!  DLG DLG (dockings & clustering) (dockings & clustering)

Run ADT to Analyze DLGRun ADT to Analyze DLG
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Things you need to do before usingThings you need to do before using
AutoDock 4AutoDock 4

Ligand:Ligand:
!! Add all hydrogens, compute Gasteiger charges, and mergeAdd all hydrogens, compute Gasteiger charges, and merge

non-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom typesnon-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom types

!! Ensure total charge corresponds to Ensure total charge corresponds to tautomeric tautomeric statestate

!! Choose torsion tree root & rotatable bondsChoose torsion tree root & rotatable bonds

Macromolecule:Macromolecule:
!! Add all hydrogens, computeAdd all hydrogens, compute Gasteiger  Gasteiger charges, and mergecharges, and merge

non-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom typesnon-polar H; also assign AutoDock 4 atom types

!! Assign Stouten atomic solvation parametersAssign Stouten atomic solvation parameters

!! Optionally, create a flexible residues PDBQT in addition toOptionally, create a flexible residues PDBQT in addition to
the rigid PDBQT filethe rigid PDBQT file

!! Compute AutoGrid mapsCompute AutoGrid maps
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Preparing Ligands and ReceptorsPreparing Ligands and Receptors

!! AutoDock uses AutoDock uses ‘‘United AtomUnited Atom’’ model model
!! Reduces number of atoms, speeds up dockingReduces number of atoms, speeds up docking

!! Need to:Need to:
!! Add polar Hs.  Remove non-polar Hs.Add polar Hs.  Remove non-polar Hs.

!! Both Ligand & MacromoleculeBoth Ligand & Macromolecule

!! Replace missing atoms (disorder).Replace missing atoms (disorder).

!! Fix hydrogens at chain breaks.Fix hydrogens at chain breaks.

!! Need to consider pH:Need to consider pH:
!! Acidic & Basic residues, Acidic & Basic residues, HistidinesHistidines..

!! http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/

!! Other molecules in receptor:Other molecules in receptor:
!! Waters; Cofactors; Metal ions.Waters; Cofactors; Metal ions.

!! Molecular Modelling elsewhere.Molecular Modelling elsewhere.
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Atom Types in AutoDock 4Atom Types in AutoDock 4

!! One-letter or two-letter atom type codesOne-letter or two-letter atom type codes

!! More atom types than AD3:More atom types than AD3:

!! 2222

!! Same atom types in both ligand and receptorSame atom types in both ligand and receptor

!! http://autodock.scripps.edu/wiki/NewFeatureshttp://autodock.scripps.edu/wiki/NewFeatures

!! http://autodock.scripps.edu/faqs-help/faq/http://autodock.scripps.edu/faqs-help/faq/
how-do-i-add-new-atom-types-to-autodock-4how-do-i-add-new-atom-types-to-autodock-4

!! http://autodock.scripps.edu/faqs-help/faq/http://autodock.scripps.edu/faqs-help/faq/
where-do-i-set-the-autodock-4-force-field-parameterswhere-do-i-set-the-autodock-4-force-field-parameters
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Partial Atomic Charges are requiredPartial Atomic Charges are required
for both Ligand and Receptorfor both Ligand and Receptor

!! Partial Atomic Charges:Partial Atomic Charges:

!! Peptides & Proteins; DNA & RNAPeptides & Proteins; DNA & RNA

!! Gasteiger Gasteiger (PEOE)(PEOE) - AD4 Force Field - AD4 Force Field

!! Organic compounds; CofactorsOrganic compounds; Cofactors

!! Gasteiger (PEOE)Gasteiger (PEOE) - AD4 Force Field - AD4 Force Field;;

!! MOPAC (MNDO, AM1, PM3);MOPAC (MNDO, AM1, PM3);

!! Gaussian (6-31G*).Gaussian (6-31G*).

!! Integer total charge per residue.Integer total charge per residue.

!! Non-polar hydrogens:Non-polar hydrogens:

!! Always mergeAlways merge



AutoDock 4.0
Good we have AutoDock Tools (ATD)

http://autodock.scripps.edu/resources/adt/

http://salilab.org/bioinformatics_resources.shtml
http://salilab.org/bioinformatics_resources.shtml
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Good we have a nice tutorial
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UsingUsing
AutoDock 4AutoDock 4
with ADT:with ADT:
A TutorialA Tutorial
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What is Docking?What is Docking?

““Predicting the best ways two molecules will interact.Predicting the best ways two molecules will interact.””

(1)(1) Obtain the Obtain the 3D structures3D structures of the two molecules. of the two molecules.

(2)(2) Locate the best Locate the best binding sitebinding site..

(3)(3) Determine the best Determine the best binding modesbinding modes..
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What is Docking?What is Docking?

““Predicting the Predicting the bestbest  ways two molecules will interact.ways two molecules will interact.””

!! We need to We need to quantifyquantify or  or rankrank solutions; solutions;

!! We need a We need a Scoring FunctionScoring Function or force field. or force field.

““Predicting the best Predicting the best ways two molecules will interactways two molecules will interact..””

!! (ways(ways——plural) plural) The experimentally observed structureThe experimentally observed structure
may be amongst one of may be amongst one of several predicted solutionsseveral predicted solutions..

!! We need a We need a Search MethodSearch Method..


